the Congress, which authorized the program to start with.
At a minimum, then, it seems that future large-scale emplc research and demonstration projects should begin with a frank acknowledgment that experimentation is the final stage of some effort to codify ordinary knowledge, not the first step in fir what works. Doing research and demonstration projects involve large-scale Investment over a long period of time in creating conventional wisdom, translating it into structures and belief behavior, and then (after a fashion) subjecting it to some soi rigorous empirical test.
Beyond this minimum condition, it seems reasonable to pron actively the notion that different levels of knowledge are rec mount large-scale research and demonstration projects, and the research is only one way of gathering the necessary knowledge. expedients are often the most effective, like practitioners8 v regularly scheduled congressional visits to pilot projects, an head-to-head discussions among administrators, practitioners, researchers. All of these, and more, occurred in the knowledg ment process. Whether they are understood äs legitimate parts knowledge development in retrospect i s problematical. When tli of the knowledge development process are culled for "hard" cor about what works, these parts of the process are often lost.
Delivering Services and Discovering Effects
Another important tension running through the knowledge de process is that between delivering Services to constituents ar the long-term benefits of those Services for disadvantaged yoi: for society at large. Most descriptions of YEDPA begin with t Statement that its purpose was to find out what works in getti high-risk, disadvantaged youths into the labor market. As we seen, this is not so much an inaccurate reading of the intent Congress äs it is an incomplete one. Certain members of the E a genuine interest in finding out what works, but that interes also rooted in a politically motivated desire to restrain the enthusiasm for spinning out new programs. Most key Senators t they knew what to do and saw YEDPA äs the vehicle for doing it compromise between the House and Senate incorporated both the tentativity and the Senate's commitment to specific Solutions, importantly, though, Congress's Charge to DOL made clear that resources were to be deployed to support the network of consti that had grown up around employment training programs.  If DOL in that mission, the issue of "what works?" would be moot, sin would be no political constituency to support youth programs i next round of congressional debate. While finding out what wc an important purpose of YEDPA, delivering Services to politica stituencies, state and local jurisdictions, employment trainin organizations, and disadvantaged youths was instrumental to th

